Team Adventurers’ Archaeological Passport Journal Title Page Assignment

Throughout the course of this school year we will be using an interactive journal to record all of the information that we gather about the various ancient civilizations we study. For this assignment, you will be creating the title page for your personal passport journal. While each individual’s passport journal will be uniquely different, they should all contain the following details:

1.) In large bold letters, write the title: **Team Adventurers’ Archaeological Passport Journal**.

2.) Develop a visual representation for each of the ancient cultures and civilizations we will study:
   - Early Humans
   - Mesopotamia
   - Ancient Egypt
   - Ancient India
   - Ancient China
   - Ancient Greece
   - Ancient Rome

3.) At the bottom, create a section that says: **This Journal Belongs To**, followed by your name.

4.) Finally, make sure that your journal has plenty of eye-catching color.

This assignment is due by ______________________. It will worth 100 points, and will be graded using the following rubric:

**Team Adventurers’ Archaeological Passport Journal Title Page Assignment Rubric**

_____/25 Title page has the title **Team Adventurers’ Archaeological Passport Journal**.

_____/35 Title page has a visual representation for all of the ancient cultures and civilizations.

_____/25 Title page has a section that identifies who the journal belongs to.

_____/15 Title page contains plenty of eye-catching color

_____/100 Total Points _____% _____ Letter Grade